[Minimally invasive treatment of congenital foot deformities in infants: new findings and midterm-results].
In the last decade treatment of foot deformities has changed from extensive surgery to casting and minimally invasive surgery. The Ponseti method has become the most preferred treatment for clubfoot deformities and early evaluations showed promising results. Mid-term results for idiopathic clubfoot revealed the need for additional surgery by anterior tibial tendon transfer in 11-32% of cases depending on the duration of bracing. Anterior tibial tendon transfer is the most important surgical procedure for relapses in the Ponseti concept. Casting, recasting in cases of relapses, bracing and anterior tibial tendon transfer altogether represent the Ponseti method and cannot be considered as single entities.The Dobbs method is a new concept for the treatment of vertical talus. Treatment of vertical talus should start with the Dobbs method but in comparison to clubfoot treatment there has not been a complete change to minimally invasive treatment. Especially in non-idiopathic vertical talus cases open reduction of the talonavicular and calcaneocuboid joint are often necessary.